
ANTIGONE CATHARSIS ESSAY

Free Essay: Sympathy for Others As stated by Sophocles in Antigone, " Numberless are the world's wonders, but none
More wonderful than.

Peripeteia Quotes: Page  You make things clear for me, and I obey you. He has the character flaw of willful
arrogance and his unyielding behavior and he has the flaw of making and error of judgment when he passes
the proclamation. Furthermore, Ismene serves as the ideal hero in Antigone by proving grandiose display is
not essential to accompany an action, but rather all the action needs is righteousness behind it. Any subject.
The audience is then supposed to feel pity and fear for the tragic hero because of his tumultuous journey. With
this given, it would make sense that she would choose to embark on a secret burial, as Kirkpatrick implies in
her paper. In some respects Creon is seen as good but with others as bad. It has been established that
literary-wise, Ismene is allowed to bury Polynecies, as there are both plot holes for her to slither her way
around and incentives for her to use as reason to. The audience lays compassion on Haemon in such a situation
where his loyalty to his father costs him the love of his life. Ismene would not have simply buried Polynecies
without reason. In Antigone the chorus is the most poetic of all the characters. Sophocles asserts Ismene as a
resourceful character through this line, and there are several scenes in the play where Ismene exemplifies this
characteristic. Man is the only thing in this world, that has free will to think about anything or do anything
whenever they want to. Nothing and everything I touch goes wrong In the end, while the other characters give
up and take the easy way out, Creon lives, suffers, faces his flaws, and accepts his guilt, which ultimately
transforms and purifies him. Another factor that would have motivated Ismene is her loyalty to her sister.
Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. The first rule of Greek tragedy is it must have
catharsis. Despite starting as a villain, Creon was able to learn his lesson, but at a certain price and the
audience pities him for losing so much. The audience lays compassion on Haemon in such a situation where
his loyalty to his father costs him the love of his life. Even when his own son, Haemon, and a respected
prophet ask Creon to reconsider his decision, he dismisses them as foolish and remains firm. The character
must have some sort of epiphany or their actions come back to either help or hurt them. Similarly, the inquiry
he makes could also be due to the confusion he suffers from at the moment. However, there is one scene that
cannot be omitted from the play. I would like to start off by saying that it will be extremely difficult for me to
have the passion that I usually have because of my client. I could see that some of you are dazzled by the word
"tragic hero". Ismene proves that she would have this incentive to go through with the action in secrecy, thus
making it all the more likely that she did. He realizes that what he did was wrong. Haemon is engaged to
Antigone, but now knowing that Creon craves for her death of, Haemon chooses to submit to his father's
desires.


